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The Distribution of Wealth

I AM HONORED by the invitation to address the Society

of Industrial Engineers. There is nothing of which the

world is so much in need today as that constructive, man-
agerial talent which makes for efficiency. I take from what
I know of you that you are making a study of industrial

methods in a Inroad way, trying to co-ordinate all the elements

which exist in industry. Efficiency is not simply in having the

best equipment, or the best possible shop arrangements, but

in that state of harmony throughout the organization and in

operations which produces the best results. And that is the

great need of the world today.

The world is in a sad state of disorder. Civilized, highly

organized society was never in such a state of distress and
disorganization as now. There is need for every machine to-

be kept running, every ship and car moving, and for every
person to do his full part to restore normal conditions in

industry and normal supplies of the necessaries and comforts;

of common consumption. And in the face of this there exists

the greatest confusion ever known in industry.

We have the most highly developed industrial organiza-
tion in the world, and our capacity for production is greater
than ever before, but we have a state of feeling pervading
industry which not only lowers production but threatens almost
a breakdown of the system. We know that a great many
people are actively trying to accomplish this end.

Misunderstanding the Genesis of III Feeling

What causes all this ill feeling and confusion? The attitude
of the wage earners is not due, we may be sure, to malevolence
or depravity or any deliberate purpose to disregard the rights
of others. It is all due to misunderstanding. It is due in the
main to an agitation against the existing system of society
which has been growing for years, and which has its origin in
two opposing views which I want to describe as briefly as I can.

There are two general views of life. One set of people
look out upon it as a sort of a routine performance, largely
automatic and mechanical, except changed in some arbitrary
rnanner. They lay all emphasis upon authority of some
kind—the authority of the Government or the power of some
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organization, the power of numbers or of class, or of strategic

position, or to sum up, the power to compel a reorganization

of society by mere readjustment or a new distribution of exist-

ing property. These people think of the existing order as a

state of things that has been arbitrarily planned and created

and which can be changed only in the same manner and
by superior force. This is the set of people who are filling

the world with noise, confusion, disorder and misery tonight.

On the other hand there are the people i^epresented by
your society—whether they are members of it or not—who
look upon the existing order not as a state of things fixed or

permanent or final, or according to plan, but as a developing

order, with endless possibilities for gradual change and
improvement. Your profession as engineers pledges you to

the task of improving industrial methods, and every improve-
ment in the methods of industry brings improvement in the

living conditions of the people. Your profession makes you
open-minded and receptive to new ideas, but it teaches you
also that improvement always comes by connected steps, one
leading to another, and that it is poor policy to discard the

house that shelters you until you have another ready to serve

you better.

Two Views of Existing Wealth

The first group lays all emphasis upon a division of the exist-
^

ing stock of wealth; the second lays the emphasis upon increas-
|

ing the supply of wealth, satisfied that if the supply is made
[

constantly larger distribution will take care of itself. The
\

latter know that social conditions can never be improved by f

dividing up the amount of wealth in existence at any one time.

The existing stock of consumable wealth never amounts to

much; it is the steady stream of newly-made consumable
goods into the market that supplies the wants of the people,

and the problem is to enlarge that stream by making industry

more productive.

The first group looks upon the surface of industry, and
takes account of nothing but what is in sight. It thinks of
production as a fixed and regular amount without allowing that

it may be increased or decreased and of all individuals as con-

tributing equally to production.

It sees nothing in operating a railroad but to move a

certain number of trains each way over the road every day,
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and therefor it sees no reason why the government should not

operate the railroads. The other group takes account of the

inherent incapacity of the government in industry, and does

not look to political methods or machinery for efficiency or

leadership.

The fundamental cause of most of the misunderstanding

which exists is that the modern industrial system has developed

beyond the view and comprehension of the average man. He
doesn't follow all its complications, he is not familiar with the

economic laws and doesn't know whether he is getting a fair

division or not, but suspects not.

Lack of General Economic Knowledge

It is no reflection upon his intelligence to say this. Thousands
of people go through our schools and universities and come
out without any clear ideas on the subject, and some of them
remain in the universities as teachers. Not one person in

twenty who essays to discuss wealth and incomes says any-

thing about the fundamental principles which lie at the basis

of industrial progress.

The workingman reads and is told of vast accumulations

of wealth in the hands of a few. It is said that two or three

per cent, of the people own most of the wealth, and as a matter
of fact it is true that only about three per cent, of the popula-

tion paid any income tax last year, although that doesn't sound
so bad when you reflect that only about twenty per cent, of
the population are heads of families and the heads of families

usually hold the property. But the working man hears of

personal incomes that are far beyond the needs of any man
or family, and he thinks of these as meaning deprivation to

the wage-earning class. He thinks of them in comparison
with his own income or the average income. The comparison
is almost wholly misleading, and I would like to point out the

manner in which it is misleading. I want to lay down the

proposition that the real distribution of weath is not by owner-
ship or income but by consumption. It is only as an indi-

vidual consumes wealth or uses it exclusively that he deprives
other people of it or reduces the common supply.

We talk about capital and income in terms of money, but
money is only the medium of transfer. Wealth actually exists

in the form of tangible property, and in discussing distribu-

tion it is better to think of it as people use it.
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''Consumable^* and ''Productive** Wealth

Wealth is of two general classes. There is what is known
as "consumable goods" consisting of things that are consumed
or used directly, such as food, clothing, dwellings, furnishings

and such like. The other class of wealth consists of property

used in the production of consumable wealth, such as land and
factories, or property which renders public services, such as

railroads and other utilities. Wealth of this second class. is

not to be valued by itself. It exists, not for itself, but to pro-

duce a flow of goods and benefits, and all the value comes out

in the flow. The value of a farm, aside from the fact that the

farmer lives on it, is for the crops it will yield; the value of a

factory is for the goods it will turn out; and the re^l distribu-

tion of benefits from all productive properties is in the dis-

tribution of the goods they produce or the services they render.

And right here is where nine-tenths of the misunderstanding

over the distribution of wealth arises. I repeat that the right

place to measure the distribution is not at the point of owner-
ship, or production, but at the point of consumption. The
great consuming public is the chief beneficiary from increasing

production.

Measuring Wealth at Point of Consumption

And when you come to measure distribution in this manner
you get a result very different from the representations com-
monly made. Two or three per cent, of the population does

not consume most of the food supply, or wear most of the

clothing, or burn most of the coal, or occupy most of the house-

room, or do most of the riding on the railroads, or even own
most of the automobiles. The vast commerce of this country

and traflic upon the railroads is not in supplying the wants of

two or three per cent, of the population. It is no small section

of the population that is behind the great trade going on all

over this country today, the character of that trade gives every
evidence of a widespread distribution of products.

In short, the whole theory that a comparatively few
people enjoy most of the benefits of existing wealth breaks
down completely under examination. The fact is that in pro-

portion to the total social product the share consumed by the

rich is insignificant. The large incomes in the main go back
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into industry to increase production for the public market, and
the benefits inure chiefly to the public.

Fallacy of Radical Argument

The whole radical argument is based upon the idea that

all the wealth employed in industry benefits nobody but the

owners. It proceeds upon the theory that all the increasing

supply of goods and services resulting from the investment of

private capital is absorbed and consumed by the capitalists.

The idea is pure theory, unrelated to the facts. It is like

claiming that nobody ever got any benefits from the develop-

ment of the steam engine but the owners of engines, that

nobody has been benefited by the construction of railroads but

the owners of railroad shares; that nobody has been inter-

ested in the development of the textile industry but the manu-
facturers, and so on around the circle of industries. The
position only needs to be stated to make the fallacy apparent.

Industry's Debt to Capital

You are a society of engineers. You are familiar with the

progress of industry, and you know the means by which pro-
duction has been increased to meet the needs of a growing
population and raise the standard of living for the masses. It

has been done by improving the methods of production and by
the use of power and machinery. It has been done by the
development of the industrial plant, and that plant represents
the profits and savings of individuals. Those savings and
investments have lifted the whole level of social life far above
what it was before capital became an important factor in

industry. If you want to see a state of society where capital
is no such factor in industry, go to India or China. If you
want an abundant distribution of the comforts of life you must
first have efficient and abundant production of them. It is

clear that you cannot place distribution ahead of production,
and I think it can be made equally clear that as production
increases distribution increases and broadens to serve the com-
mon welfare.

The history of industrial development shows that capital
has been a constantly increasing factor in production. Our
census reports show that in 1899 the amount of capital em-
ployed in manufacturing establishments in the United States
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averaged $1,770 for each person employed, that five years

later in 1904 it was $2,117, another five years, in 1909, it

was $2,488 and in 1914 it had risen to $2,848. This increas-

ing investment has meant that more and better equipment was
being provided, that better tools were being placed in the

hands of labor and that the production of consumable goods
for the public market was being increased. In the ten years

from 1899 to 1909 while the population of this country

increased 21 per cent., the amount of capital invested in manu-
facturing increased 105 per cent., and the amount of steam or

hydro-electric power employed in manufacturing increased

8 5 per cent.

Productive Property Part of Society^s Equipment

I WANT to enforce the point that all this productive property,

although privately owned, is part of the equipment of society;

that it promotes the common welfare and is necessary to the

common welfare. It is doing the same work that it would
do if it was owned by the State, and as we believe, doing it

more effectively than if the Government owned it. When
people advocate the ownership of the railroads and other

industries by the government the thought in their minds is

that they will thereby avoid paying profits to the owners, but

they forget that if there were no surplus earnings, nothing
left over after paying expenses, there would be no capital for

the improvement and enlargement of these services and no
industrial progress. If there had been no profits or savings

in the past there would have been no such industrial equipment
as we have today, and social conditions would be far worse
than they are now.

If we had a socialistic State, all of this property would
have to be created, all of these productive agencies would have
to exist, and they would have to be provided by reserving

capital from distribution just the same as now. And so I

repeat, that so much of a man's income as is invested pro-

ductively is not to be counted as though it was devoted to him-
self exclusively. A man's share in the real distribution is what
he consumes and no more; the remainder of his income, if put
back into production, as practically all savings are, is in the

service of the public, just as much as though he turned it over
to the Government. What better could the Government do
with it?
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Example of Armour &^ Co.

Mr. Ogden Armour stated before a Committee of the Senate

recently that 87.90 per cent, of all the profits of the Armour
business since it was organized had been retained in the busi-

ness for its development. That is to say, about seven-eighths

of the profits have been reserved to enlarge the business and
one-eighth has been withdrawn by the owner for other pur-

poses and some of that was probably invested for other pro-

ductive purposes. If the packing business had been conducted

by the Government this investment in plant and working capital

would have been required just the same, and it would have had
to be provided either out of the earnings of the business or by
taxation, and if a socialistic state was conducting all lines of

business and owning all property of course there would be no
taxation for there would be nothing to tax. There is no way
of escaping the fact that the growth and development of
industry requires that new capital shall be constantly reserved
and accumulated, somehow and by somebody, and nobody is

able to show how that can be accomplished more economically,

and rapidly than under a system which offers an incentive to

every person to produce and accumulate.

Mr. Carnegie's Disposition of His Income

Andrew Carnegie made one of the greatest fortunes ever
achieved in industry. He was a great executive and manager
of business. He had the receptive attitude toward new ideas.

He was always looking for greater efficiency, and for means
to reduce the cost of iron and steel. The money he made in

the steel business he put back into the steel business for its

development. I used to live out in the corn country and I

remember that it used to be said that a farmer was always
wanting more land to raise more corn, to grow more hogs, to
buy more land, and so on ad infinitum.

And so Andrew Carnegie was always wanting to lower
his costs, to increase his product, to get more money to enlarge
his works and lower his costs, to increase his product, etc. The
great fortune of which people read, and which many have criti-

cised, existed in the form of the most efficient equipment in the
world for making iron and steel. His efforts served to reduce
the cost of all kinds of tools, implements and machinery used in
producing the necessaries and comforts of life, the cost of
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railways and ships used in transporting them, of buildings, and
docks and tunnels and all the equipment of industry and trans-

portation. He made his fortune not by increasing the cost

of steel to the public but by cheapening it, and all of his income,

but the insignificant share of it that he consumed in living

expenses was devoted to enlarging and improving the works
which were really public facilities, or, finally, in gifts to other

public purposes.

I remember that when I was a boy in school there was a

picture in one of my school books of the Victoria Bridge over

the St. Lawrence River at Montreal, then considered one of the

engineering wonders of the world. That bridge was torn

down just about the time that Mr. Carnegie retired from busi-

ness and a new bridge was built on the abutments, which were
somewhat extended. The old bridge was i6 feet wide and
carried a single railway track. The new bridge was 64 feet

wide and carried two railroad tracks, two street car tracks and
a wagon way. The old superstructure cost $3,000,000 and
the new superstructure cost $1,500,000, and the period

between the two bridges almost exactly covered the time of

Andrew Carnegie's career in the iron and steel business.

What If His Accumulations Had Been Curtailed?

This is the service of capital; it is the result of having capital

at the command of a man of enterprise and with the genius of

management. Mr. Carnegie never could have accomplished

what he did without the use of the profits which he was able

to gather by means of the new methods which he introduced.

His enterprise would have been checked and his accomplish-

ments would have been comparatively small, if when his capital

reached, say, $100,000 or even $1,000,000 the Government
had stepped in and required that all further accumulations

should go into the public Treasury. And yet his additional

accumulations all went to the public benefit, even more
effectively than if they had been paid into the Treasury.

Suppose that a farmer of exceptional managerial ability

steadily devotes the profits of his operations to bringing his

lands into a higher state of cultivation, so that the yield per
acre is increased from year to year, and then extends his opera-
tions over other lands that have been idle in swamp or barrens,

thus annually enlarging his production of foodstuf?s for sale
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on the public market, and keeps this up all his life? Does the

public welfare suffer by reason of his prosperity? Is there

any reason for the public to grudge his growing income so long

as he continues to invest the profits in that manner?

And if it is in the public interest that the farmer shall

bring his lands to a high state of cultivation in order that the

production of foodstuffs be increased, and likewise that the

steel industry be improved so that steel for its varied uses

shall be cheapened, and the textile industries shall be devel-

oped to higher efficiency in order that the supply of clothing

may be increased and cheapened, is it not clearly in the com-
mon interest that every worker in whatever capacity he labors,

shall give his best efforts honestly and faithfully to the task

which he has accepted in the social organization? To what-
ever extent he fails to do this, he offsets and neutralizes the

efforts and discoveries of others by means of which social

progress is made.

Society Would Retrograde Without Capital Accumulations

There is another fact to be emphasized in relation to the

importance of capital accumulations. It must be remembered
that as population increases, the task of providing for its

subsistence becomes more difficult, unless the methods are

improved. The richest or most accessible lands are occupied
first, and after they are taken, population spreads over the

poorer lands or those which require more labor for their

development. And then the great stores of natural wealth in

the soil, timber, and mineral resources of a new country are

gradually exhausted, so that the fertility of the soil must
be maintained or replaced by methods of cultivation which
increase the costs; timber must be grown by cultivation; sub-

stitutes for the minerals must be found.

We have occupied the rich prairie lands of this continent

and the prices at which they are seUing show how much more
they are worth than the lands which are yet to be brought
under cultivation. Food and clothing materials for our grow-
ing population will cost more in the future because it will cost

more labor to produce them. All raw materials are costing

more as population increases and the natural resources are

impaired. There must be constant improvement in the

methods of industry to offset this tendency or society will not
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even hold its own, and such improvements are commonly in

the form of labor-saving machinery. In other words, instead

of dividing up and eating up all that is produced as we go
along, some of the wealth that is produced must be withheld
from consumption, and devoted to making industry more pro-

ductive in the future. Otherwise, the early generations who
have occupied this country will have exploited it and left noth-

ing to compensate their children for the harder task of mak-
ing a livelihood which will confront them.

The Master Principle Which Governs Distribution

The average man, however, while agreeing that production

must come before distribution, is disposed to insist that he
must know more about distribution before he will have much
interest in increasing production. He wants to know what
assurances there are that after production has been increased

he will get a larger share. The answer to that is given by
pointing to the natural law which governs distribution. Fol-

low me for a moment while I state it. In all progressive

countries capital increases faster than population, and faster

than the labor supply. I have referred to the census figures

which show that in this country from 1899 to 1909 the popula-

tion increased 21 per cent, and the amount of capital increased

105 per cent. There is no way in which capital can be put

into use except by employing labor. Every dollar of new
capital accumulated creates a new demand for labor, and with
capital increasing faster than population labor comes inevitably

into a constantly stronger position. And not only do the new
supplies of capital create a constantly increasing demand for

labor, but the employment of both labor and capital is mainly
in providing things for common consumption. The great bulk
of the industrial product must be sold and distributed back to

the masses of the people.

Capital^s Sole Use

Practically all of the great expenditures of construction and
equipment which we see going on all about us are for the

purpose of serving in some manner the masses of the people

—

of supplying something that they want and can afford to buy.

There is no other employment for capital. It wouldn't take

many factories or railways or costly terminals to supply the
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wants of the rich— there are not enough of them I It is

the wants of the millions which keep the wheels of business

moving. And with capital increasing faster than population,

with this enormous increase in equipment and the improvement

in methods and machinery, we are bound to have a constant

increase in the production of commodities per head of popula-

tion, and the only way these commodities can possibly be dis-

tributed is by such a continual readjustment of wages and

prices as will enable the masses of the people to buy them.

There would be congestion in every line of production, and

enterprise and industry would choke down, if the purchasing

power of the masses did not constantly increase.

Every new fortune, every dollar of new capital goes forth-

with to work as a producer, multiplying the things the world

wants, and if things increase faster than people what must the

tendency inevitably be?

Benefits of Abundance Reach the Masses

What would you say if you knew that the wheat crop would
increase steadily faster than population, from say four bushels

per capita to five bushels per capita, and six bushels per capita,

and so on indefinitely, and like that all over the world? Do
you think that any possible combination could prevent the

benefits of that abundance from reaching the consumers?
Something like that is occurring in normal times all over the

industrial field, and under such conditions you can no more
prevent the benefits of abundance from reaching the masses
than you can prevent the rivers from reaching the sea.

How long would the rivers flow to the sea if the waters
were not taken up by evaporation and again distributed over
the land? And the laws that govern the distribution of mois-
ture are not more certain than the laws which determine the

distribution of the benefits of industrial progress.

The security and rise of the masses happily does not
depend upon the generosity or forbearance or considerate
favor of those who rank above them on the social or economic
scale; they come up because there are resistless and everlasting

forces that work for equality among men. Belief in that is

simply belief that there is a moral order in the universe, that

there is an integrity at the heart of things to which the uni-

verse is true.
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Universality of Law

There is evidence on every hand that the universe is gov-

erned by law. Behind all of the vicissitudes and convulsions

of Nature, back of all the uncertainties, and conflicts and hard-

ships of life, there is consistency and purpose and bene-

ficent law.

In the physical universe there is the law of the conserva-

tion of energy and of the correlation of forces which describes

a complete interdependence among all the forces of Nature.
There is action and reaction, compensation and balance every-

where. All the worlds that swing in space are held in their

places by counter-balancing forces. And those laws or their

counterparts extend throughout the social and industrial world.
There can be no productive effort anywhere, no touching

the industrial system anywhere, without effect and reaction

throughout the entire industrial system. There can be no
monopoly or isolation of benefits, or of injuries. If the dis-

tribution of new wealth does not take place where and as we
look for it, it takes place elsewhere and by other means.

Agitators Working Overtime

Now these facts are not new; why do they count for so little

in the discussions of the day? All the forces of agitation are

working overtime upon the ills of society with scarcely a word
about the great natural laws that underly and control the

development of society, and by which all the progress of the

past has been made. There is such a tempest on the surface

that the steady flow of the current is unseen. But what would
it be worth to the peace and progress of society if a knowl-
edge of these mutual interests could permeate all classes and
enter into their daily thinking?

What would it be worth to have it fixed in the popular
consciousness that progress is not by strife but by efficiency,

and that great ameliorating influences are always at work.
Nine-tenths of the bitterness and violence that accom-

pany our industrial disputes are due to a feeling of class injus-

tice, to a belief that the organization of society is all wrong, and
that the many are constantly exploited by the few—something
in the nature of things impossible. No thoughtful man can

see the symptoms of widespread unrest and resentment with-

out a feeling of profound sorrow that so much misunder-
standing should exist.
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Patriotism Means Loyalty to the People

Now it is certain that we have got to live with the people. We
can't get away from them if we want to, and we do not want

to. We have faith in the people. Our institutions are founded

upon that. We know that they are sound at heart, for in the

individual relations of life they are generous and kind and
right-minded. Even in the very labor struggles which we
deplore and believe to be misguided we often see a very noble

spirit of brotherhood and of self-sacrifice. It is a class spirit,

a class consciousness, a class devotion, but it only needs be

broadened and enlightened to regenerate the race.

How Workmen Can Restrict Production

Several years ago, when I was in the government service,

I received a letter one day from a Colorado Congressman,
complaining that a mechanic in the Denver Mint was working
as a strikebreaker during his vacation. I had occasion to visit

the Mint later and showed the letter to the employe. He
explained that he was trying to pay for a home and had not

thought it wrong to earn some money during his vacation.

The "strike," he said, was a technical one, declared a year or

more before, because the shop was an "open" one. Then he

told me that he had worked at that shop before he entered the

Mint, and explained how it came to be made an "open" shop.

The shop was running upon a specialty, a small tool used
in mining operations which was made upon a lathe. When he
began he was green at the work, but he improved rapidly, and
in a few days the foreman came to him and told him that he
was killing the job. He thought the foreman meant that he
was not turning out the tools as fast as he should, and he said:

"I know I am green at it, but I am gaining. Last week I could

make 30 a day, but yesterday I made 35 and I think I will soon
make 40." "Good God!" said the foreman, "25 is the stunt!"

The men with the foreman in collusion, were deliberately

restricting the output of the shop.

Now, of course, those men thought they were doing some-
thing that would benefit other workingmen; w^hat they were
really doing was raising the cost of a tool that other working-
men had to buy. To whatever extent that practice pervades
industry it enters into the cost of living, it's a drag upon
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industry and an obstacle to progress. It is economically wrong
and morally wrong, and it dwarfs the ability of the workers

themselves. No man can be a full man, no man can do himself

justice or come into his full powers unless he does his honest

best, not merely for his employer, but for the community of

which he is a part and which is his real paymaster in the end.

Ignorant Conceptions Must Be Dissipated

That sort of thing is the result of ignorance; it is the result

of a mental attitude and the only remedy for it is in a change

of mental attitude. New light must come into a man's mind,

a spread of enlightenment, as the morning dawn steals over

the earth.

This ignorance exists, it pervades industry, it keeps down
production, it keeps down wages, it is a practical problem for

management to deal with as it does with any other. A prob-

lem in psychology is just as real as a problem in chemistry,

and it must be dealt with in the same spirit, with the same
patience, and by the same painstaking methods, as a problem
in chemistry.

And the ignorance is not confined to one class. If the

wage-earners are sometimes mistaken, have the leaders of

industry and society always been wiser? Have they ahvays

known the real springs of wealth, the real source of efficiency

and always taken the larger view? Have they always under-

stood their own best interests? Have they always appreci-

ated that it was as truly in the employer's interest that a work-
man should be in fit condition for effective labor as that a work-
horse or machine should be in fit condition? Have they always
understood that a man works not only with his hands but with
his spirit, and have they appealed to the spirit? Have any
of us ever had an adequate idea of how the national wealth
might be increased by developing the capabilities of the

people?

Increasing Efficiency the Keynote of New Civilization

I ATTENDED a luncheon a number of years ago at which Sir

Edgar Speyer of London and of the International Banking
House, was the guest of honor. It was eight or ten years
ago, when the Lloyd-George Budget was the uppermost topic
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in England. Lloyd-George was not as popular as he has been

of late, and his Budget was sharply criticized by people who
thought it was socialistic. Sir Edgar made a little talk to the

company, and to the surprise of some of the party he endorsed

the Budget. And the reason he gave was that England should

make a stronger effort to raise the living conditions of her

people. "England," he said, "must increase the efficiency of

her people." I believe that is the keynote of a new civilization.

War Lessons Worth Remembering

We learned some things about community interests and
self interests during the war which are good to remember.
We learned that we were all interested in the prosperity, and
in the personal efficiency and patriotism of every other man
and woman. If any person was not doing his duty in Liberty

Loan or Red Cross Drives the burden was greater upon all

the others. If any farm was not producing up to the standard

we knew that it meant loss to the whole country. And all that

is just as true in time of peace as in time of war. What would
it be worth to the business interests of the country, and what
would it be worth to every family of consumers if all the farms
that are below the average in productiveness could be brought
up to the present average? What would it be worth if the

people in all occupations who are below the average could be
brought up to the present average ? The truth is that no com-
munity can afford to have a body of ignorant, degraded,
inefficient people, any more than it can afford to have rich land
in swamps.

Must Provide for the Advancement of All

When the war broke out and England faced the greatest

struggle of her history, she found to her alarm and dismay
that all was not right at home. There was trouble with labor.

There was suspicion, antagonism and almost rebellion on the

part of the labor organizations, not only toward the employers
but toward the government itself, and no matter how arbitrary

or shortsighted their attitude was it was a weakness in the

armor of England. It was a new demonstration of the essen-

tial unity of society, and of perhaps the most profound truth

of social philosophy, that you cannot provide for the elevation

of a part of society without providing for the elevation of the



THE DISTRIBUTION OF WEALTH

whole. And after all, is it not a most wholesome and bene-

ficent principle, sufficient in itself to confirm our faith in the

divine government of the world? You cannot protect the

health of any part of the community except as you safeguard

the health of all; and you cannot provide for the security and
real progress of any part of the community unless you provide
for the advancement, the development and enlightenment

of all.










